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Paying for Nutrient Management in Falls Lake
Summary of Second Year Research
In year two of the Falls Lake Nutrient Management Study, the EFC engaged with stakeholders in the Falls
Lake Watershed to understand their nutrient management spending and strategy as well as the impact
of the Falls Lake Rules on stakeholders’ spending. The EFC also developed a revenueshed tool in Tableau
to explore implications of raising funds for nutrient management projects and tracked the progress of
the Interim Alternative Implementation Approach (IAIA) as written by the Upper Neuse River Basin
Association (UNRBA).

Year Two Research Questions
The EFC engaged interviewed stakeholders and developed a revenueshed for Falls Lake in Tableau.
Specific tasks for year two included:
1. Developing an overview of the IAIA process from a financial point of view and summarizing the
way jurisdictions financially participate in the UNRBA and how they plan to participate in the
IAIA.
2. A qualitative overview of how jurisdictions have already participated in nutrient management
and how this will impact the ways in which jurisdictions participate in the IAIA and beyond
3. Finishing the development of a revenueshed tool in Tableau and exploring how the revenueshed
can inform decisionmakers on the affordability implications of raising revenues for nutrient
management
4. Comparing and contrasting the distinct manners in which two water utilities, Raleigh, and
Durham, have raised money for drinking water watershed protection.
5. A case study exploration of leveraging recreational and other revenues for watershed protection

1. Financial overview of IAIA and monetary participation of
jurisdictions
The Upper Neuse River Basin Association (UNRBA) includes 13 of the 15 jurisdictions governed by the
Falls Lake Rules and involves members of the agricultural and environmental advocacy communities. It
has advocated for a re-examination of Stage II of the Rules, which is the more intensive and costly
portion of the rules. Additionally, UNRBA has created and advocated for the Interim Alternative
Implementation Approach (IAIA), which has been approved and started July 1, 2021. The IAIA aims to
help jurisdictions comply with Stage 1 existing development portion of the Falls Lake Rules by expanding
the list of allowable options for nutrient reduction, allowing jurisdictions to work together to implement
strategies for nutrient reduction, and tracking the financial investment instead of the reduction of
nutrients 1. All the interviewees had a positive or neutral view of the IAIA, and many noted that it would
be much less costly than the compliance with the rules as originally written. Participation in the IAIA is
determined by funds spent on eligible projects, the obligation of funds has already been determined and
is seen in the table below:
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IAIA press release, April 27, 2021: https://www.unrba.org/news/513
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Table 1: Commitment Levels for Local Governments under Stage I ED IAIA[1]

Member

Annual Funding Level

Member

Annual Funding Level

Town of Butner

$23,393

Town of Hillsborough

$34,221

City of Creedmoor

$16,926

Orange County

$161,943

City of Durham

$337,587

Person County

$114,394

Durham County

$133,300

City of Raleigh

$466,081

Franklin County

$19,058

Wake County

$88,968

Granville County

$100,453

Town of Wake Forest

$13,692

[1]

Draft Program Document: Stage I Existing Development (ED) Interim Alternative Implementation Approach
(IAIA). 8 June 2020.

Most UNRBA members will provide funds for projects that count towards IAIA credits from their
stormwater fund if they have one. For jurisdictions without a separate stormwater funds, the money
will come from the general fund. In the case of Granville County, elected officials chose to move
other stormwater costs out of the stormwater fund to budget for the IAIA spending rather than raise
stormwater rates. Most interviewees were not concerned with the level of spending for the IAIA, as
it is much less than the Stage 1 Existing Development rules would have required without the IAIA.
Although members are supportive of the IAIA, many expressed concerns that they did not want to
lose any potential for obtaining credits within their jurisdiction because of projects that other
entities have done. For example, since projects done in Orange County (which hosts headwaters to
Falls Lake) benefit jurisdictions farther downstream, those downstream jurisdictions may want to
complete projects in Orange County, which may reduce the future potential for Orange County to
get credits for nutrient reduction measures. However, many jurisdictions mentioned that they did
want to complete projects within their own jurisdictions. Many also cited ways they have
collaborated with other organizations (including other jurisdictions) for land conservation projects.
Whether projects done within the IAIA framework include more collaboration than what has already
existed remains to be seen.
Additionally, some interviewees have already achieved the nutrient reductions levels required by
Stage 1 (including both new and existing development). Hillsborough has credits from previous
work, including upgrading their wastewater treatment plant, so the town wouldn’t be obligated to
achieve greater nutrient reduction than is already in place. However, Hillsborough would still want
to complete projects to improve water quality and town staff appreciate the flexibility the IAIA
provides for different nutrient reduction measures 2. Other jurisdictions are eager to complete
projects within their watershed and display the use of stormwater funds “on the ground” where
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Interview with Terry Hackett, Town of Hillsborough, May 2020
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constituents can visibly see projects funded by their stormwater fees (Durham County). Given the
flexibility of the IAIA, as well as the fact that some jurisdictions can receive credits for projects that
have already been completed, the EFC expects to see a broad range of effort and accomplishments
under the IAIA among the different jurisdictions. The EFC will track this in year three alongside
UNRBA.
Overall, members have a positive view of the UNRBA, noting that the type and amount of
monitoring, modeling, and advocacy achieved by the UNRBA would be very difficult for individual
organizations to accomplish on their own 3,4,5,6. Additionally, UNRBA promotes communication and
collaboration across organizations, which creates a cooperative environment where participants can
provide input early and often. Representatives from the North Carolina Farm Bureau Federation
noted that this collaboration creates a positive atmosphere instead of an attitude of “us vs. them" 7.
Representatives from smaller jurisdictions appreciated the time and effort of UNRBA staff and
expressed that they would not have the staff or funding to work on an alternative implementation
plan or to promote a re-examination of the Rules on their own.

2. How have jurisdictions in the watershed historically participated in
nutrient management?
Costs now and into the future
Although the IAIA is the newest development in nutrient management in the Falls Lake watershed, some
jurisdictions and other stakeholders have been working to reduce and/or manage nutrient loading in the
watershed since the mid-1990's. These efforts have increased in all the jurisdictions with the adoption of
the Falls Lake Rules, as has spending on these efforts. The funds for nutrient management have come
from stormwater fees, grants, agreements with private and public organizations, and general fund
dollars. The Rules have also led to increased cooperation between jurisdictions and other stakeholders
in the watershed through formal organizations such as the UNRBA or the Upper Neuse Clean Water
Initiative (UNCWI) as well as informal cooperation between a few jurisdictions. With the IAIA, many
jurisdictions haven’t indicated a need to significantly change their funding strategy to comply with the
Rules, but if, in 2025, Stage II of the Rules necessitate compliance (and thus costs) as originally written,
jurisdictions will need to significantly increase funding for compliance. The estimation from the 2010
Fiscal notes on the Falls Lake Nutrient Management Strategy calculated compliance for Stage II of the
rules to cost about double Stage I. 8 Additionally, since many jurisdictions are participating in the IAIA,
which is projected to cost less than the Stage I Existing Development section in the original Rules, costs
for Stage II as written will likely be more than double the amount local jurisdictions will spend on
nutrient management within the IAIA.
Interview with Terry Hackett, Town of Hillsborough, May 2020
Interview with Barry Baker, Mike Felts, Jim Wrenn, Granville County; Jennifer Tavantzis, Raftelis, June 2021
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North Carolina Division of Water Quality. Fiscal Analysis for Proposed Nutrient Strategy for Falls of Neuse
Reservoir. 14 June 2010.
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Jurisdictions have been managing nutrients since the 1990’s
Before the Falls Lake Rules were adopted, several jurisdictions were working to manage nutrient loading
within the Falls Lake watershed. Some of these measures were taken to comply with the Neuse Nutrient
Strategy (or Neuse Rules), though others occurred before the Neuse Rules were instituted in 1997.
Orange County has been controlling zoning density and stormwater controls since 1994, which means
the baseline for nutrient loading was low before the Falls Lake Rules went into effect and makes it more
difficult for Orange County to reach those baselines in the present day. The City of Durham has had a
NPDES (National Pollution Discharge Elimination System) permit for stormwater since 1995, so they
began controlling zoning and development before the Falls Lake Rules 9 . The City and County of Durham,
as well as Orange and Wake Counties, have also needed to comply with the Jordan Lake Nutrient
Management Strategy (Jordan Lake Rules), which were adopted in 2009 10. Roxboro received an NPDES
MS4 (for municipal stormwater) at the same time the Falls Lake Rules were adopted, so stormwater
controls measures have been put in place because of both the MS4 permit and Falls Lake Rules13.
Additionally, the agricultural community needed to comply with the Neuse Rules and have been
implementing nutrient control measures since the early 90s7.
Although many jurisdictions and stakeholders already had some nutrient management measures in
place, the Falls Lake Rules necessitated specific measures to comply and increased the (timing, amount)
of nutrient management strategies within jurisdictions as well as regional cooperation to comply with
the Rules. All the jurisdictions in the watershed adopted ordinances for new development that were
specific to the Falls Lake Rules (though may have included elements from other Rules). Some
jurisdictions also increased or modified zoning restrictions to limit development density and protect
critical areas in the Falls Lake Watershed11,12. The City of Raleigh specifically limits the extension of water
service into the Falls Lake Watershed to limit development, as outlined in their Public Utilities Handbook
and Comprehensive plan11.

Proactive stormwater utility creation
In addition to creating an ordinance that specifically addressed stormwater and new development,
many jurisdictions created a stormwater utility and instituted a stormwater fee for constituents because
of the Falls Lake Rules. Hillsborough created a stormwater utility and instituted a stormwater fee in
2016, which pays for UNRBA dues and nutrient control measures. The County of Durham created a
stormwater utility and fee in 2020. Both jurisdictions aren’t charging a high enough fee to cover all the
projected costs for nutrient management under the Falls Lake Rules, but plan to gradually raise the fee
and to save revenue to fund larger projects. For Durham County, the process to educate elected officials
and make the case for a stormwater utility took years, but staff have done a lot of outreach to advocate
for the utility. In addition to individual stormwater utilities, a stormwater management program across
five jurisdictions was founded in 2012 in response to the Falls Lake Rules. Person and Granville counties,
the City of Creedmoor and the towns of Butner and Stem created Granville-Person Stormwater Services,
through which they share one stormwater services manager, other expertise related to stormwater, and
Interview with Anne Coan and Keith Larick, North Carolina Farm Bureau Federation, April 2021
City of Durham, Stormwater Quality webpage, https://durhamnc.gov/909/Stormwater-Quality
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collaborate on projects. Although each jurisdiction has their own fee and stormwater fund, Granville
County bills for Stem, Butner, and Creedmoor as well as for their own constituents. This interlocal
agreement has allowed the five jurisdictions to share resources and collaborate on stormwater issues, as
well as providing a space for staff and local officials to discuss other planning items, such as those
related to water, sewer, and zoning.

Interlocal cooperation
The shared stormwater management of Person and Granville Counties is a close collaboration and the
UNRBA includes the most jurisdictions, but there are many other examples of collaboration that have
risen because of nutrient management measures to comply with the Falls Lake Rules. For example, the
City of Raleigh has leveraged over $80 million (including $14.7 million of their own funds) to support
clean water investments in the watershed by partnering with the City and County of Durham, Granville
County, the Towns of Creedmoor and Butner, the State of North Carolina (through the Clean Water
Management Trust Fund), and private trusts and property owners 11. Much of this support goes to land
conservation measures as part of the Upper Neuse Clean Water Initiative, which also brings together
conservancy organizations. Granville County and Creedmoor, among others, also partner with the Tar
River Conservancy. Orange County collaborates with public and private entities as well, include Orange
County Water and Sewer Authority (OWASA) and private farmers. The North Carolina Farm Bureau
Federation mentioned partnerships with private groups, the National Fish and Wildlife Federal, and the
EPA-319 program. Many of these partnerships arose from the need to comply with the Falls Lake Rules
and thus will likely continue.

Other nutrient reduction measures
In addition to changing ordinances, founding a stormwater utility, and partnering with other entities for
land conservation and other activities, jurisdictions have pursued several other measures to reduce
nutrient loading and comply with the Falls Lake Rules. Three wastewater treatment plants—for
Hillsborough, Durham, and South Granville Water and Sewer Authority (SGWASA), were upgraded to
comply with the rules. Staff at the Town of Hillsborough mentioned that the upgrades would have
happened eventually but were initiated and completed more quickly because of the Falls Lake Rules2.
Hillsborough also moved a fleet maintenance facility out of a floodplain and replaced sanitary sewers to
reduce overflows, as well as a variety of other projects for which they can receive nutrient reduction
credits2. The City of Creedmoor instituted some best practices for reducing the city’s nutrient loading,
including street sweeping and washing fleet vehicles at the carwash instead of on the street5. Farmers
have performed a wide variety of nutrient reduction measures, including creating stream buffers and
livestock exclusion areas, planting cover crops, and reducing fertilizer amounts. These are just a
sampling of the other measures taken to manage nutrients in the Falls Lake Watershed but provide
some examples of activities in addition to land conservation.
All the above-mentioned activities, including membership in the UNRBA or other organizations, require
funds from the jurisdictions to comply with the Falls Lake Rules. Jurisdictions are also supporting
measures to manage nutrients within the other watersheds located in their jurisdictions (such as Jordan
Lake, Rogers Lake, Tar-Pamlico River) and don’t always distinguish spending by the watershed. In some
Interview with Terry Hackett, Town of Hillsborough, May 2020
Interview with Neena Nowell and Michael Frangos, City of Creedmoor, September 2020
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cases, such as plan review or administrative costs, it would be very difficult to determine was spent for
each watershed. However, staff at different jurisdictions estimated they spend 30-100% of their
stormwater budgets on administrative costs and membership in the UNRBA. Other funds are used for
land conservation, membership in other organizations such as the Clean Water Education Partnership
(CWEP) or the North Carolina Water Quality Association (NCWQA), and for other projects to control
nutrients. For utilities which have a stormwater fee, the fees are a major source of revenues. Some list
the stormwater fee as an item on customers’ water bills, others include it in the volumetric charge for
water use, and still others charge a stormwater fee on a yearly basis (as for taxes). For the jurisdictions
without a stormwater fee, funds come from the General Fund and grants. Many jurisdictions, with and
without stormwater fees, partner with private and public organizations, such as the US Department of
Agriculture, the Clean Water State Revolving Fund, and the Triangle Land Conservancy, as well as private
landowners. Farmers who participated in a soil and water conservation district program will provide a
cost share of at least 25% for any projects.

Future outlook
Going forward, the IAIA will require a few jurisdictions to increase funding for stormwater but will not
significantly change the funding mechanisms for nutrient control measures in the Falls Lake Watershed.
If the rest of the rules are implemented as currently written, then the financial burden on local
governments would be significant. As such, UNRBA supports the re-examination of the rules and the
possible adoption of a site-specific standard for Falls Lake. The current costs of compliance with the Falls
Lake Rules also extend past monetary values. Staff interviewed from some rural jurisdictions mentioned
how the burden of compliance with the nutrient control measures have discouraged development in
their jurisdiction, and/or created more development outside of the Falls Lake Watershed, which has
weakened their urban core as a town/city. The cost to benefit ratio of development in a more rural area
is higher than the urban areas of Durham and Raleigh, which creates an unequal impact of the rules.
Additionally, several staff mentioned the difficulty of bearing the financial burden of compliance without
support from the state. Finally, several interviewees mentioned the difficulty of measuring the
effectiveness of nutrient control measures. For some, such as farmers, it may take years to see the
effect of a nutrient reduction measure. For others, such as jurisdictions who don’t use Falls Lake as a
drinking water source, the quality of the water in the lake doesn’t seem to affect them directly. With the
IAIA, jurisdictions will be asked to report their financial contribution to comply, which many jurisdictions
feel is a reasonable (and very measurable) approach.

3. Revenueshed Analysis
What is a revenueshed?
The EFC defines a revenueshed as the geographic area within which revenue is generated for a specific
purpose. Here, a revenueshed describes the area within which revenue is generated for watershed
protection. A revenueshed expands the model of paying for watershed protection beyond the
traditional impactor pays model to also include those that benefit from watershed protection without
directly impacting water quality. UNRBA has established their own revenueshed via the membership fee
schedule. 12 Their dues model is based on a flat fee, area in the watershed (impact), and water demands
(benefit). Within the Falls Lake Revenueshed model the impactor is part of the ‘water quality
12

https://www.unrba.org/sites/default/files/Prospective%20UNRBA%20Membership%20Fees%20Schedule%20fir%20Fy%202021-22_0.pdf
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revenueshed’ and the beneficiary is part of the ‘water supply revenueshed.’ It is common that an entity
is part of both revenuesheds.

What are the advantages of a revenueshed framework?
Jurisdictional boundaries were developed to meet social, economic, and/or political needs, rather than
to coincide with hydrologic boundaries. As a result, jurisdictional boundaries (sources of revenue for
watershed protection) often do not match watershed boundaries (Figure 1). This leads to complex
questions such as:
•

•

•

Multiple jurisdictions are responsible for financing watershed protection in a single watershed.
The result, absent of collaboration, is often a free-rider problem whereby all jurisdictions want
the benefit of clean water, but nobody wants to pay for it. Pooling revenue from these
communities for efforts that exceed their jurisdictional boundaries is difficult. The consequence
is that water quality is not directly addressed until it approaches a crisis point or a regulatory
action occurs where action is necessary.
Single jurisdictions become responsible for watershed protection in multiple watersheds. All
jurisdictions have limited financial resources; therefore, decisions must be made regarding how
much money is invested in each watershed. In addition, each watershed may have different
legislative requirements for water quality and/or watershed protection. In the Falls Lake
Watershed, jurisdictions like Durham and Orange County have land in multiple watersheds with
state nutrient rules.
Water quality and quantity are affected by decisions made upstream. Who is responsible for
ensuring the quality and quantity of water available for downstream users? The upstream
impacting jurisdictions, the downstream benefitting jurisdictions, or both? The UNRBA has
participation from both upstream and downstream users.

Figure 1: Map of Upper Neuse River Basin showing county and municipal boundaries do not line
up with watershed boundary.
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How can a revenueshed best be used as a tool for watershed protection?
•
•
•

The Falls Lake Revenueshed provides a baseline revenue generation by analyzing only the
impact of raising existing fees and taxes.
The Revenueshed can generate discussion and scenario building.
The Revenueshed tool can show how very small increases in existing fees and taxes, if applied
throughout the entire Revenueshed, can result in significant revenue generation for watershed
protection (See scenarios below for examples).

Revenueshed analysis for Falls Lake
The Falls Lake Watershed spans six counties and includes all or part of eight municipalities. These
counties and municipalities have over $35 billion in taxable value within the watershed. 13

Drinking Water
There are four drinking water utilities that get water from Falls Lake or reservoirs within the Falls Lake
Watershed. The table below represents average meter water demand from the Falls Lake Watershed or
Falls Lake.
Drinking Water
Utility
City of Durham
Hillsborough
Orange-Alamance
Raleigh
SGWASA

Average Metered Water Demand
(MGD) 14
23.98
1.34
0.25
40.97
1.76

Reservoirs in the Watershed
Lake Michie, Little River Reservoir
Lake Ben Johnson, West Fork, Lake Orange
Corporation Lake
Falls Lake
R.D. Holt

Existing monthly water bills among these five utilities range from $26.69 to $47.65 per month for 5,000
gallons. The bill as a percentage of 20th percentile household income indicates the current burden on the
low-income rate payer. This figure ranges from 2.02% to 5.02%, indicating a large variance in burden on
low-income households. This is important because rate payers that may already be burdened have less
of an ability to absorb future price increases, even if those price increases are for watershed
management.
Drinking Water
Utility
City of Durham
Hillsborough
Orange-Alamance
Raleigh
SGWASA

Monthly Water Bill at 5,000
gallons
$26.69
$46.30
$45.50
$29.72 15
$47.65

20th Percentile
Household Income
$13,808
$14,011
$10,867
$17,657
$20,427

% 20th Percentile
Household Income
2.32%
3.97%
5.02%
2.02%
2.80%

Based on a GIS analysis of tax parcels. Data source: 2020 NC OneMap.
2020 NC DEQ Local Water Supply Plans. https://www.ncwater.org/WUDC/app/LWSP/search.php
15
Bill for Raleigh, Garner, Rolesville, Wake Forest, and Knightdale
13
14
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Raleigh currently has a watershed protection fee of $0.15 per 1,000 gallons and Durham has a
watershed protection fund that collects 1 cent per CCF. These are discussed in the next section of this
report.

Wastewater
There are three wastewater utilities with NPDES wastewater permits for discharging effluent into the
Falls Lake Watershed: City of Durham, Hillsborough, SGWASA.
The City of Durham has two wastewater treatment plants. The North Durham Reclamation Facility
discharges 10.7 MGD, on average, into Ellerbe Creek, part of the Falls Lake Watershed. The South
Durham Reclamation Facility discharges 9.04 MGD, on average, into New Hope Creek, part of the Jordan
Lake Watershed. Therefore, for purposes of the revenueshed analysis, it is assumed 54 percent of
wastewater generated in Durham flows to Falls Lake. Hillsborough discharges into the Eno River and
SGWASA discharges into Knapp of Reeds Creek.
Existing monthly wastewater bills among these three utilities range from $37.99 to $83.32 per month for
5,000 gallons. The bill as a percentage of 20th percentile household income ranges from 3.3% to 5.86%,
also indicating a large variance in burden.
Wastewater
Utility
City of Durham
Hillsborough
SGWASA

Monthly Water Bill at 5,000
gallons
$37.99
$68.46
$83.32

20th Percentile
Household Income
$13,808
$14,011
$20,427

% 20th Percentile
Household Income
3.30%
5.86%
4.89%

Stormwater
There are 10 stormwater utilities with stormwater systems completely, or partially, within the Falls Lake
Watershed. Three of the stormwater utilities are counties: Durham, Person, and Granville. Both Person
and Granville counties have separate stormwater fee structures for properties inside and outside the
Falls Lake Watershed.
Stormwater Utility
Butner
Creedmoor
Durham
Durham County
Granville County
Hillsborough
Person County
Raleigh
Roxboro
Stem

Monthly Residential Bill (3,000 sq ft impervious)
$5.58
$8.92
$7.25
$2.00
$1.50
$6.25
$1.33
$5.00
$1.50
$7.33
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Revenueshed Tool Demo
The data above was used to create a revenueshed tool for Falls Lake using Tableau. This tool allows the
user to see the impact on watershed management revenue of raising water and wastewater rates,
stormwater fees, and property taxes. The examples below show the results of changing just one of the
many variables in the tool. The user is not limited to changing just one variable at a time.
You can access the tool here:
https://public.tableau.com/app/profile/efcatunc/viz/FallsLakeRevenueshed/Introduction?publish=yes

Introduction Tab

On the introduction tab the user can select a project funding goal by inputting a cash amount and/or a
loan amount and selecting the loan term and interest rate. The above example demonstrates a total
project goal of $1 million in cash. This is an arbitrary amount. This value is not meant to insinuate that
total cost of compliance will be above or below $1 million annually.

10

Participants Tab

The user can select the entities that will be participating in the scenario they wish to build. The tool
defaults to every entity in the revenueshed participating. There are three entities in the revenueshed
that do not currently participate directly in the UNRBA: Orange-Alamance water system, Roxboro, and
Stem. For the following examples, all entities will be selected.

Water Tab
11

The user can raise either the volumetric cost of water or the base charge. The calculation of the revenue
generated by raising the volumetric price of water uses average daily metered water demand from the
2020 North Carolina Local Water Supply Plans. The calculation of the revenue generated by raising the
base charge uses estimated total number of connections.
The above example demonstrates that to surpass the annual goal of $1 million, the water utilities in the
water supply revenueshed would need to raise the volumetric price of water by $0.05. This would
generate $1.2 million. This represents an increase in the monthly cost of water at 4,000 gallons of $0.20,
representing 0.02% of the average 20th percentile household income among the participating water
utilities. Since Raleigh already charges a watershed protection fee of $0.15 per thousand gallons, not
increasing their watershed protection fee would mean the remaining water utilities would need to raise
their volumetric price of water by $0.10 per thousand gallons.

12

Wastewater Tab

Just like the water tab, the user can raise either the volumetric cost of wastewater or the base charge.
The calculation of the revenue generated by raising the volumetric price of wastewater uses 80 percent
of the average daily metered water demand from the 2020 North Carolina Local Water Supply Plans
multiplied by the proportion of wastewater discharged into the Upper Neuse Basin. The calculation of
the revenue generated by raising the base charge uses estimated total number of connections.
The above example demonstrates that to surpass the annual goal of $1 million, the wastewater utilities
in the water quality revenueshed would need to raise their base charges by $1.40 per month. This would
generate $1.04 million. This represents an increase in the 0.12% of the average 20th percentile
household income among the participating wastewater utilities.

13

Stormwater Tab

The user can raise either residential or commercial stormwater fees. The calculation of the revenue
generated by raising these fees is based on the estimated number of residential and non-residential
(non-vacant) parcels using 2020 tax parcel data from NC OneMap. Since existing stormwater utilities in
the water quality revenueshed may charge fees that are more complicated than a flat fee, this is an
oversimplified model. However, there is still value in the model for scenario building purposes.
The above example demonstrates that to surpass the annual goal of $1 million, the jurisdictions in the
watershed would need to raise residential stormwater fees by $1.00 per month. This would generate
$1.04 million. This represents an increase in the 0.09% of the estimated average 20th percentile
household income of all residents in the watershed.

14

Property Tax

On the property tax tab, the user can raise the millage rate on all the parcels in the watershed. The
calculation of the revenue generated by raising these property taxes is based on the estimated taxable
value of all non-exempt parcels in the watershed, generated using a GIS analysis of 2020 tax parcel data
from NC OneMap.
The above example demonstrates that to surpass the annual goal of $1 million, the jurisdictions in the
watershed would need to raise property taxes by $0.03 per $100 valuation. This would generate $1.01
million annually. This represents an increase $9 per year for a $300,000 home.

4. Raleigh watershed protection fee and the Durham watershed
protection fund
Raleigh watershed protection fee
The City of Raleigh sources its drinking water for over 600,000 customers from Falls Lake. To protect
Falls Lake, Raleigh instituted a watershed protection fee in 2011. The fee is $0.15 per 1,000 gallons for
all water users, generating about $2.25 million annually. Raleigh has partnered with the Conservation
Trust of North Carolina (CTNC) through the Upper Neuse Clean Water Initiative (UNCWI) to prioritize the
protection of land that has the greatest water quality and ecological benefit possible for the Falls Lake
Watershed.
15

For the Jordan Lake Nutrient Management Study, the EFC wrote a case study of Raleigh’s watershed
protection fee. The key takeaways of that case study were:
a. A dedicated watershed protection fee communicates the importance of watershed
protection to the customer.
b. The success of the watershed protection fee was due in large part to the support of
Raleigh’s political leadership.
c. Raleigh had to overcome obstacles, including the inability to directly purchase land outside
their jurisdiction’s boundaries.
d. Raleigh has leveraged the predictability of revenues from the watershed protection fee to
obtain other funding and engage in cost sharing with other entities on mutually beneficial
projects, including the City of Durham. In fact, as of 2019, UNCWI had leveraged $19.75
million in funding from Raleigh to secure $90 million in grant funding and land-owner
donations. 16
e. Raleigh’s partnership with the Conservation Trust of North Carolina reduces maintenance
and administration costs.

Durham watershed protection fund
The City of Durham introduced a “penny per tier” watershed protection fund in 2011. The $0.01 per CCF
charged to Durham water customers is not a separate line item on the bill like the watershed protection
fee in Raleigh; however, it has provided a dedicated funding source for watershed protection. This
charge raises about $100,000 per year. Recent efforts to raise this charge have been temporarily
unsuccessful due to the burden that Covid-19 has had on Durham’s rate payers. Separately, Durham sets
aside $500,000 per year in Capital Improvement Plan funding to purchase land in Durham’s drinking
water watersheds. When both Lake Michie and the Little River Reservoir were inundated, no land
around the lake was set aside for water quality protection. Thus, Durham purchases land adjacent to the
reservoirs to remove the structures on the land and restrict all access except for light recreation. Since
there is no active recreation opportunities on this land, Durham’s maintenance costs are very low.
In 2016, Durham began to collaborate with UNCWI to protect land within the Lake Michie and Little
River Reservoir Watersheds that is outside of the City of Durham. In this partnership, Durham
participated in cost share projects with the City of Raleigh. Recently, the City of Durham began to work
with the Triangle J Council of Governments to facilitate the collaboration with UNCWI.

16
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Takeaways of watershed protection funding
•
•
•
•

Successfully raising existing charges for watershed protection can be dependent on situations
outside the control of the water utility such as economic conditions and political support.
A watershed protection fund can be successful without a separate line item on a water bill like
Raleigh’s watershed protection fee.
Both the Raleigh watershed protection fee model and the Durham watershed protection fund
model can facilitate a utility’s mutually beneficial collaboration with conservation organizations
like CTNC.
The relative size of Raleigh’s drinking water watershed is much larger than the combined size of
the watersheds of Lake Michie and the Little River Reservoir. Therefore, a comparatively smaller
amount spent on watershed protection by Durham can have a similar impact on water quality.

5. Leveraging recreational revenues for nutrient management
Innovative fees for Financing Water Quality Projects
Finding alternate sources of financing within the revenueshed can help generate the dollars needed for
nutrient reduction projects for Falls Lake. The EFC searched for case study examples of programs that
leverage creative revenue sources for watershed protection. One example is a usage fee, which refers to
charges imposed on persons that use the benefits or services that a state, local, or federal protected
17

area offers. These can include boating fees, hunting/fishing licenses, or park entry fees. There are a few
cases of states outside of North Carolina using revenue generated from recreational fees to fund these
types of projects, but by and large this is an unexplored area of environmental finance. No examples of
this type of financing mechanism were found in North Carolina. The revenue from usage fees at both
state and national parks is generally put towards park maintenance. National parks and national forests
are governed by branches of the federal government. Fee dollars are authorized under the Federal
Lands Recreation Enhancement Act (FLREA) to be used for items related to the visitor experience. Even
habitat restoration projects need to be directly related to wildlife-dependent recreation such as hunting,
fishing, and wildlife observation. State parks are under the jurisdiction of state and local officials, but it
should be noted that park users are generally willing to pay entrance fees when they know that park
expenses are going towards maintaining and improving facilities that are available to guests.
This section reviews several types of programs used across the country to generate revenue specifically
for water and aquatic habitat restoration efforts. Some U.S. watersheds are known for garnering
political and fiscal support for restoration. The Chesapeake Bay for instance, provides economic and
ecosystem services to the surrounding states, and thus the state governments have devised programs
that source revenue from taxpayers who care deeply about environmental revitalization. Other smaller
watersheds have issued permits to anglers who specifically want to improve the aquatic habitat and fish
stock in their communities. Models of these various programs are described below.
The Chesapeake Bay trust fund collects money from vehicle license plates, donations through the MD
state income tax form, other private donations, and partnerships with other foundations and agencies.
The Maryland Waterway Improvement fund uses funds collected from a water vessel excise tax to
support water quality improvements. Also operating within Maryland, the state-run Program Open
Space uses property taxes to protect land and reduce runoff into waterways. The last model explored is
the voluntary habitat/conservation permit program run by the Pennsylvania Fish and Boat Commission.
This program collects voluntary contributions from anglers and non-anglers across the state for fish
habitat work, research, and stream habitat restoration.

Chesapeake Bay Trust Fund
The Chesapeake Bay Trust Fund, created in 1985 by the Maryland General Assembly, operates as a
nonprofit grant-making organization. The Trust’s mission is to fund projects that improve the
Chesapeake Bay watersheds, through agricultural cover crop support, stormwater management, and
technologies that can accelerate bay restoration. The Trust Fund garners funding for the grants from a
variety of sources: Chesapeake vehicle license plates, donations made through the Chesapeake Bay and
Endangered Species Fund on the Maryland State income tax form, donations from individuals and
corporations, and partnerships with private foundations and federal, state, and local agencies. The first
90% of the Trust’s expenditures are directed to its Chesapeake Bay restoration and education
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programs 17. The Trust issues approximately 400 grants a year, totaling between $10 and $14 million. The
average size of each grant is $20,000 18.

License Plates
One of the sources of revenue for the Trust Fund comes from the Chesapeake Bay license plate available
to Maryland drivers. After the plates are distributed to dealerships, tag and title agencies and Maryland
Motor Vehicle Administration (MVA) branches, customers can purchase the plates for $20. Those funds
are then managed by the Chesapeake Bay Trust. Individuals who purchase license plates not only get a
desired look for their car— “accessoriding,” as the Trust calls it—and the satisfaction of having provided
funds for a restoration project, but they also get discounts from local businesses that allow them to
make their $20 back quickly. Chesapeake Bay plate owners have the option to join the “Plate Perks”
program, a partnership with local businesses that offers discounts, preferred parking, and other perks.
Of the $20 that a customer spends on the license plates, $10 is kept by the MVA, and the other $10 is
directed to the Trust Fund. To determine if the $10 price is a cost-effective amount to charge drivers,
the Trust ran a survey to see what costs would impact people’s willingness to pay. Respondents were
generally willing to purchase a license plate up to $5018.

Tax Check-Off
Income tax check-off programs are another mechanism that the Chesapeake Bay Trust Fund utilizes for
raising public dollars for environmental causes. This type of program allows an eligible organization to
appear on an individual tax form and for the taxpayer to donate a portion of their income tax refund to
a cause of their choice. Across the U.S., from 2002 to 2016, the number of income tax check off
programs had nearly doubled 19. There are several advantages to using a tax checkoff to fund
environmental improvement programs. One is that taxpayers can choose to participate, meaning that
the system is voluntary. This also appeals to legislators because they don’t have to receive any press for
implementing a new tax. The appearance of a check off on a tax form also has the benefit of raising
awareness for a cause, as every individual who is receiving a refund in the state will be able to learn
about the agency. Finally, if there are only a few causes listed on the tax form, then this type of program
can act as an opportunistic way for garnering funds. The flip side of this is that if there are many causes
listed on the form then there will be greater competition for donations resulting in less money for each
one. Another potential disadvantage is that it could lead to administrative problems for state tax
agencies in simplifying and processing tax forms.
The Chesapeake Bay Trust Fund sources a portion of its revenue from tax form donations. For Maryland
taxpayers the organization is listed as the Chesapeake Bay and Endangered Species Fund. The funds
raised from the tax check off program are split evenly between the Chesapeake Bay Trust and the
Chesapeake Bay Trust mission statement webpage, https://cbtrust.org/mission/
Staff from Chesapeake Bay Trust
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National Conference of State Legislatures, Income Tax Checkoff Programs, https://www.ncsl.org/research/fiscalpolicy/income-tax-checkoffprograms.aspx#:~:text=Income%20tax%20%E2%80%9Ccheckoff%E2%80%9D%20programs%20allow,introduced%2
0in%20Colorado%20in%201977.
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Maryland Department of Natural Resources. 50% of funds go to the Wildlife and Heritage Service at the
Maryland Department of Natural Resources 20. The Chesapeake Bay Trust collected $400,000 in
individual donations from the tax check off program in 2019 21.
Newly created tax check-off programs can only appear on the tax form when an existing program is
removed. The order of programs in the queue is determined by the date and time that the Governor
signs each bill. In North Carolina there are several checkoff programs that appear on state tax forms,
including the Nongame and Endangered Wildlife Fund run by NC Wildlife Commission on Line 30.
Donations go towards projects that conserve nongame wildlife — birds, mammals, fish, mollusks,
reptiles, amphibians and crayfish without a designated hunting or fishing season. Although the money
from these donations goes toward projects that benefit nongame animals and their habitats, game
species such as deer, turkey and bear also benefit because they live in many of these same habitats.
Currently donations make up the largest and most significant source of non-federal funding to help
these animals with nearly $11 million donated since 1984 22.

Hunting and Fishing Funds
The Trust is also supported by direct donations through Maryland’s online boating, fishing, and hunting
license system. Maryland’s online boating, fishing, and hunting license system. Through this process,
hunters and anglers who obtain licenses online through the Maryland Department of Natural Resources’
(MDNR) registration system can choose to make a contribution to support the Healing, Hunting and
Fishing Fund 23. MDNR is required to run an electronic system that allows hunters and anglers to make a
voluntary monetary donation to the Healing Hunting and Fishing Fund at the time of a license purchase.
MDNR distributes 50% of the proceeds to the Chesapeake Bay Trust, and 50% to Chesapeake and
Atlantic Coastal Bays Trust Fund. The Chesapeake Bay Trust is allowed to use these dollars to provide
grants to promote the enhancement of water quality, restoration of aquatic resources, and for
reforestation. Contributions are directed to the Chesapeake Bay Trust which distributes funds through
competitive grants to community and environmental organizations as well as research and watershed
groups that support fish and wildlife habitat, clean water, wetlands, and educational field trips. This
process of directing funds was established by the Maryland General Assembly in 2020.

Recreational boating fees- Vessel Excise Tax
The Environmental Finance Center at the University of Maryland has analyzed funding streams
generated by taxes on aquatic vessels 24. Administered by the Maryland DNR, the Maryland Waterway
20
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https://dnr.maryland.gov/wildlife/pages/tax_checkoff.aspx
Chesapeake Bay Trust, Contribute at Tax timehttps://cbtrust.org/taxdonation/
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Jacksonville Daily News, Wildlife can be helped on state income tax form, April 4, 2018,
https://www.jdnews.com/sports/20180404/wildlife-can-be-helped-on-state-income-tax-form
Chesapeake Bay Trust, Healing, Hunting, and Fishing Fund, https://cbtrust.org/veterans/
University of Maryland Environmental Finance Center, Vessel Excise Tax and Impacts Through the Waterways
Improvement Fund,
23
24
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Improvement Fund (WIF) supports the development and use of state waters for the benefit of the
general boating public. A primary source of revenue for the WIF comes from a Vessel Excise Tax (VET).
The VET applies to all vessels that are principally used in Maryland’s waters. It is set at 5% and the onetime charge is calculated based on the vessel’s net purchase price or fair market value. This charge is
applied at the time of the vessel’s registration. Although there is a set rate, there is also a VET floor and
ceiling. The minimum tax is $5, and the maximum tax is set at $15,100. The floor and ceiling impacts
vessels valued less than $100 and greater than $302,000. Research shows that this cap has spurred sales
of higher-end vessels. The revenues generated from the VET for the WIF have ranged from $15 million
to $31 million depending on the state of the economy.
It should be noted that the WIF does not receive any revenue from boat registration fees. These go to
the state boat act fund that is used primarily for boating safety. The relationship between boating
registrations and VET revenue is complex because they respond to related but different factors. New
registrations have the potential to increase as Maryland’s water quality improves and the waters
become more accessible among existing vessel owners. Annual registrations will change from year to
year based on the inclination of individuals to purchase a vessel as well as where they choose to drive
their boat. Out of state residents that choose to register their vessels in Maryland contribute to the VET
revenue stream as well.
The WIF primarily derives its funds from the VET. WIF grants range from as little as $2,900 to as high as
$2.8 million, but average around $150,000. The grants can go towards projects that improve water
quality through activities such as monitoring of submerged aquatic vegetation, living shoreline projects,
and green energy projects. There are several examples of WIF grants that have direct relevance to
projects that can help support water quality improvement in Falls Lake. For instance, the Kent Narrows
and Ferry Point Park shoreline restoration project involved the dredging of a channel to stabilize and
restore the shoreline at Ferry Point. A living shoreline with native marsh plants was constructed. WIF
provided $263,100 in funding for the project. The restored shoreline now provides habitat for wildlife
species and protects an economic center from damaging waves and wind.

Program Open Space 25
In 1969, the Maryland General Assembly established Program Open Space (POS) with the purpose of
increasing the acreage of state parts and natural resource areas. To provide the funding for this
program, the General Assembly instituted a transfer tax of 0.5% on every real estate transaction in the
state. When a person buys a house or land, a 0.5% State property transfer tax is collected which funds
Program Open Space. This directly ties development to available funding for open space and
recreational facilities for the public good. A large-scale ad valorem tax creates the opportunity for large
sums of funds to be directed to specific purposes. In the 2006 fiscal year the Maryland real estate

https://arch.umd.edu/sites/default/files/docs/publications/VET%20and%20WIF%20Final%20with%20Case%20Stor
ies%201.5.17.pdf
25
Maryland Department of Natural Resources, Land Acquisition and Planning,
https://dnr.maryland.gov/land/Pages/ProgramOpenSpace/Program-Open-Space-101.aspx
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market generated tax revenues of $270 million. POS receives approximately 75% of the transfer tax
revenues.
Today, most Maryland residents live within 15 minutes of an open space or recreational area funded by
POS. The program currently protects 394,00 acres of land and is responsible for establishing the
Greenways and Green Infrastructure Network. Land conservation has the potential to directly impact
water quality and the efficiency of local sewer systems. Open spaces reduce the total impervious surface
and associated runoff, connecting conservation to reduced combined sewer overflows. Research on the
relationship between land cover—especially forest cover—and water quality is well established in
academia (Morse et al. 2018). Forests serve as natural filters and provide nutrients from leaf litter that
support life up and down the food chain. Forests also regulate stream flow, lessening flooding, and
drought events. In addition, the non-forest land uses within a watershed are a significant factor. If the
land upstream is covered in high-intensity agriculture or development more forest cover will be needed
to slow down fast-moving water running off impervious surfaces. In North Carolina, state statutes
require voter referendums for land conservation and parks and open space 26. If a local government aims
to pledge its taxing authority to general obligation bonds for land conservation, it is required to hold a
referendum.

Voluntary Habitat/Conservation Permit 27
The Pennsylvania Fish and Boat Commission runs a voluntary permit program aimed at raising funds for
fish habitat work, research, and stream habitat improvement. The program has four permits available to
anglers and non-anglers (such as bikers) in the state. One permit, for wild trout and enhanced waters
permit, costs $25 per year for an individual permit holder. The other three, for bass, muskies, and
habitat/waterways conservation, are $10 each. Permit holders are given a physical license with the
program’s name on it. As with fishing licenses, anglers can buy them in one-, three-, five- and 10-year
increments. Revenue from the sales of each permit is placed in a restricted account and is used to
support new efforts or expand existing endeavors.
With a voluntary program aimed at raising financial support for necessary projects, the willingness to
pay for an individual is something that needs to be analyzed. In 2020, accounting for all 4 permits, there
were over 7,000 purchases from anglers, generating $129,850 in revenue 28. The wild trout and
enhanced waters permit brought in the most revenue, about 45 % of the total, which is not necessarily
surprising given it costs more than twice the others. The permit with the most relevance to a Falls Lake
nutrient reduction program is the Voluntary Habitat/Waterways Conservation. Revenue from this
permit strengthens streams, rivers, lakes, and wetland habitats. This waterways/conservation permit
contributed to 16% of the total revenue brought in by all 4 permits. The annual cost of this specific
The University of North Carolina Environmental Finance Center, https://efc.web.unc.edu/2021/06/01/land-ingthe-vote-ballot-measures-for-land-conservation/
27
Pennsylvania Fish and Boat Commission, Voluntary Permits,
https://www.fishandboat.com/Transact/AnglerBoater/AnglerBoater2019/Documents/2019-0910so04voluntarypermits.pdf
28
Pittsburgh Tribune Review, Voluntary fishing permits sell better than hoped, February 5, 2020,
https://triblive.com/sports/voluntary-fishing-permits-sell-better-than-hoped-plans-for-funds-revealed/
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permit is $11.90. This wide range of permit uses may include installing habitat structures in lakes,
creating riparian buffers, and improving water quality, all important characteristics to a healthy
watershed. Some examples of the projects funded by this permit are listed below 29:
•
•
•

$11,000 for stream habitat improvements on a section of water set aside for children and
disabled.
$10,000 to install boulder clusters and improve fish habitat.
$10,000 to stabilize an eroding shoreline.

The commission promised to dedicate the money raised by each permit to its species or cause, but other
than this promise not many specific details were offered to anglers/non-anglers. Despite this, sales of
the permit exceeded the Commission's expectations. Some participants in the program have noted that
while they like the feeling of contributing to the state’s waterways and fish habitats, a more
tangible/noticeable token would generate more interest in the program. This could be in the form of an
embroidered patch, a button, or a bumper sticker, rather than a nondescript piece of plastic-coated
paper.
In 2020, the Commission announced that it would spend 98% of the money raised on 14 projects in
2020, with the remaining $2,250 for projects in 2021. So far in 2021, $13,000 has been brought in by the
program, an amount that is outpacing last year’s revenue 30.

Interview with official at Pennsylvania Fishing and Boating Commission
Daily American, Voluntary fishing permits sell even better than expected, February 7, 2020,
https://www.dailyamerican.com/story/sports/2020/02/07/voluntary-fishing-permits-sell-even-better-thanexpected/43638011/
29
30
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Appendix:
Default Interview Questions Template for Jurisdictions and Stakeholders:
1. What measures (planning requirements, infrastructure installations/renovations) and initiatives
has the [entity] employed to address nutrient issues in the Falls Lake watershed? This should include
measures utilized in the past, but that have been discontinued.
2.

What drove and guided these initiatives (specific rules, objectives)?

3. What are your views about the effectiveness of these measures? Are you aware of measures that
were discontinued due to lack of effectiveness or cost?
4.

How do/did you determine effectiveness?

5.

Do you have any idea or information about the costs (initial and on-going) of these measures?

6. Do you have any idea of the costs (initial and on-going) that are attributable to the Falls Lake Rules
(what would you have spent without rules)?
7.

Which measures, if any, have been the most cost-effective?

8. Has the [entity] identified measures that will be done in the future? If so, what are those
measures?
9.

What is driving and guiding these future measures (specific rules, objectives)?

10. Do you have any idea or information about the costs (initial and on-going) of these future
measures?
11. Do you have any idea of the costs (initial and on-going) for the future measures that are attributable
to the Falls Lake Rules (what would you be spending without the rules)?
12. In funding any measures [entity] has used or currently uses, are you aware of any issues [entity] has
had with funding? Do you have any idea what the [entity] has done to generate revenue to cover the
costs of the initiatives? Or whether the [entity] has used different sources of funds?
13. Do you have any idea whether the [entity] has shared costs with other parties, organizations,
governments? If so, with who?
14. How much does [entity] contribute to the UNRBA in dues?
15. Has membership in UNRBA been beneficial to [entity]? Can you elaborate on the benefits of this
membership?
16. Are you familiar with the Alternative Implementation Approach within UNRBA? What is your
opinion about it?
17. How do you think costs for the measures we’ve discussed should have been shared in the past, or
should be shared in the future?
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